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 Needs more bandwidth? Or you want to use the Mirror Link feature to stream the game from a PC with a better connection to
your television? The settings file has been updated to add new features. The Grand Theft Auto V modding community have
created this file which has already been tested on PC, XBox360 and PS3, but is missing features on PS2 or other consoles. If
you are interested in downloading it or have a question regarding it, then please leave a comment below. You can read the full
changelog below. [Tested] GTA V modding and Grand Theft Auto V modding. Added function to allow the option to load the
modding.ini file in the game or in the game folder. If the modding.ini file is loaded in the game folder, then it has priority over
the modding.ini file in the game (The game modding.ini file is ignored). When GTA V is loaded with a modding.ini file, the
saved game data is transferred to the new modding.ini. Added options to allow you to turn off, rewind and play through the

loading process on the PS2. Added function to make the RTP (Rich Trip Tone) option to be enabled/disabled depending on the
game mode. Added function to allow the player to set the RTP volume by using a slider and/or setting the volume to 99%.

Added function to allow the player to enable/disable the panning by using a slider. Added function to allow the player to have
the slider controls move with the panning. Added function to allow the player to set the panning speed (0 to 100%). Added the

possibility to have both options to move and pan the panning controls. Added the possibility to set the position of the slider
control with the time. Added the possibility to set the width of the slider controls. Added the possibility to set the position of the

slider control with the volume. Added the possibility to set the height of the slider controls. Added the possibility to set the
position of the slider controls with the volume. Added the possibility to set the width and height of the slider controls.
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